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Abstract: Here, accessibility to near-shore and offshore marine sites is evaluated based on wave
and ice conditions. High-resolution third-generation wave model results are used to examine the
operation and maintenance conditions for renewable energy sources with a focus on wave energy.
Special focus is given to the wave field and ice characteristics for areas within the Swedish Exclusive
Economic Zone including analysis of return levels for extreme values for significant wave height,
which provides guidance for dimensioning wave energy converters. It is shown that the number of
weather windows and accessibility are influenced by distance from the coast and sea-ice conditions.
The longest waiting periods for the closest weather window that is available for Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) is in ice-free conditions shown to be strongly correlated with the fetch conditions.
The sheltered Baltic Sea is shown to have very high accessibility if marine infrastructure and vessels
are designed for access limits of significant wave height up to 3 m. In the northern basins, the waiting
periods increase significantly, if and when the ice-conditions are found to be critical for the O&M
activity considered. The ice-conditions are examined based on compiled operational sea-ice data
over a climatic time period of 34 years. The results are location specific for the Swedish Exclusive
Economic Zone, but the analysis methods are transferable and applicable to many other parts of the
world, to facilitate assessment of the most promising areas in different regions.

Keywords: operation and maintenance; sea-ice; extreme value analysis; wave power;
third-generation wave model; Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone; semi-enclosed basin; wave energy

1. Introduction

The global renewable energy resource is to a large part stored in the oceans. To accelerate
decarbonization and at the same time meet future energy demands, to be on track to meet long-term
climate goals, a diversified set of energy sources is needed. Utilizing wave energy for renewable
electric power generation has several potential advantages [1]. Technological breakthroughs have
enabled wave energy device development to accelerate, and testing has shown promising results [2].
However, the costs to implement modern Wave Energy Converters (WECs) are currently higher than
those of other renewable energy technologies [3]. A large part of the costs in a wave energy project can
be associated with so-called Operations and Maintenance (O&M) activities [4] and therefore needs
further study.
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A spatio-temporal energy resource assessment for ocean waves is an important part of the initial
planning for WEC sites and has recently been carried out for the Baltic Sea region with a special focus on
the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone (SEEZ) [5–7] and a study of sea level variability [8]. Assessments
of the wave resource, or wave energy potential, have also been carried out in many other recent studies,
e.g., for coastal ocean areas [9,10], for seas [11,12], and for Lake Erie [13]. Additional references on
wave energy resource assessments are also found listed by country or region in Chen et al. [14], and an
overview of the global distribution of wave resources was discussed in Kasiulis et al. [15]. Several other
wave energy resource assessments and exploitability studies for enclosed basins also include [16–23].

A second step toward identifying sites for WEC placement typically involves an availability
analysis [4,24] because of the advantages and reduced costs associated with having fair weather
conditions; for deployment, maintenance, and removal of equipment from sites. The reliability of wave
energy converters to not break in certain wave conditions is also very important [25] as the equipment
needs to be built to handle the loads and forces involved. To maintain a good profitability, they should
not be over-dimensioned far outside the range of what extreme metocean conditions reasonably can
occur for the basin in which they will be deployed.

The Baltic Sea is a relatively large semi-enclosed sea, and the wave conditions for this basin have
been extensively studied in earlier work using measurements (e.g., [26–28]) and modeling (e.g., [29–31]),
describing also the seasonal dependence (e.g., [30,32]). Some studies of extreme conditions have also
been carried out [33], and recently through high-resolution modeling over a long time period of
52 years, the work in [31] studied high percentile significant wave height results. When it comes to
assessment of O&M activities in the Baltic Sea, quite a limited number of studies have been done for
wind energy (e.g., the Baltic-InteGrid project [34]) and less for wave energy purposes partly because
the wave energy potentials from a European and global perspective can be considered as relatively
low [15,24]. It was however pointed out in [24] that the accessibility of this region may be high and
conditions for extreme waves may be reduced for sheltered seas, which can act positively for wave
energy profitability. The effects of seasonal sea-ice conditions were nevertheless not considered in [24],
which was also the case for a number of previous wave hindcast studies [12,35]. Other studies have
focused on areas that are generally ice-free [36–38]. The seasonal ice-cover of the Baltic Sea [39,40]
is, however, known to influence the wave climate, and Tuomi et al. [41] suggested ways to calculate
different types of statistics taking the ice-time into account. In practice, experience from both the WESA
(Wave Energy for a Sustainable Archipelago) project [42–44] and several field tested deployment
strategies [45,46] of wave energy equipment have increased the awareness of wave energy as an
available potential renewable energy source in the region. Wave energy converters are, however, not
very likely to be deployed if the presence of sea-ice is consistent for long periods of time every year.
Mapping of sea-ice conditions for the study area is hence important and will be one of our aims.

Our aims are to analyze the extreme wave conditions, as well as the conditions typically considered
when estimating Weather Windows (WWs) and accessibility to sites for renewable energy purposes
including sea-ice. This study focuses on general WWs availability without choosing a specific
technology or procedure to be used for O&M at different sites. As such, the study does not describe
the many possible procedures, but instead uses indicator variables and performs a large set of different
calculations that can be argued to apply for different types of technologies. This high-resolution
mapping of metocean conditions of practical importance for O&M activity planning are, as far as we
know, new for the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone shown in Figure 1. The subdivision of SEEZ into
11 smaller basins was done in [6] based on studying the variations of several parameters including
wave power, wave height, mean wave direction, and water depth to be able to discuss general
characteristics and differences between areas in a simpler way compared to only using geographical
markers or coordinate positions for each occasion in the manuscript. Since our current study belongs
to the same wave energy project and partly uses the same high-resolution datasets as [6], we choose to
use the same subdivision here throughout the manuscript when discussing variations in sea-ice and
metocean conditions. The results are presented together with results on the wave power resource [6]
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and wave climate statistics in terms of several Suitability Indexes (SI) to emphasize the need to take
into account additional aspects in the placement of wave energy converters. The focus area will here
be limited to the SEEZ, as it is an integral part of an ongoing broad multi-disciplinary project SWERM
(Swedish Wave Energy Resource Mapping) [5], which will also consider aspects such as environmental
factors, geotechnical information about the seafloor conditions, and state-of-the-art simulated electric
energy conversion using a generic approach including transmission losses to the shore [7], among other
relevant aspects for wave energy site selection. The results are location specific for the SEEZ and Baltic
Sea region, but the analysis methods are transferable and applicable to many other parts of the world,
to facilitate assessment of the most promising areas in different regions.

Figure 1. Subdivision of the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone (SEEZ) into 11 smaller basins indicated
by the number and different colors following [6].

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the wave hindcast data and ice data used are
introduced. This is followed by introducing methods for assessing O&M conditions, extreme value
analysis, and formulating suitability indexes in Section 3, before results are presented in Section 4.
The results are discussed in Section 4, and this is followed by the summary and conclusions in Section 5.
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2. Wave Hindcast and Seasonal Sea-Ice Data

2.1. Wave Hindcast Data

The main wave hindcast dataset used in this study was from a recent high-resolution wave
climate modeling effort [6] performed for the Baltic Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat area, using the
WAMCycle 4.5.1 model [47–49]. It provided significant wave height, several wave periods, and mean
wave direction at a horizontal resolution of about 1.1 km and hourly time resolution for the time
period 1998 to 2013 for the entire Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone (more than 124,000 nodes or grid
points). An extensive validation effort for significant wave height using decades of wave measurements
in or near the SEEZ was used in [6]. It showed only small systematic differences in bias between
geographical regions and an overall bias of −0.06 m, average root mean squared error of 0.26 m, and
linear correlation coefficient of 0.92. The error statistics was found to be similar compared to other
third-generation wave modeling results [31,41,50], and overall, a good level of agreement between
measurements and hindcast results was thus found for the SEEZ.

Some results were derived and compared to similar, longer, but more low-resolution datasets to
test the sensitivity for off-shore statistics, but usually was not included here as the results obtained
were quite similar and did not add much extra value. In the case of assessing extreme wave conditions,
longer datasets are typically useful, and we included some results and discussions based on data from
two previous wave hindcast datasets. The publications from Reistad et al. [51] (also used in [33]) and
Weisse et al. [52,53] gave more detail on the specific model setups of those studies, and we only give a
brief summary here to the specifics relating to our study.

Weisse et al. [52] conducted a fairly high-resolution wave modeling study for the Baltic Sea region
with about 5.5 km horizontal resolution, exactly five times lower compared to [6], but carried out the
calculations over a long climatic time period between 1958 to 2002. This 45 year dataset of hourly
values of significant wave height and other variables was used for, e.g., wave climate studies outside
the coast of Poland [54] and wave energy applications in the German Exclusive Economic Zone [55],
but not for energy applications in the SEEZ. To the best of our knowledge, this dataset has not been
validated for the Baltic Sea, but appeared to produce reasonable and similar results for mean statistics
as in [6]. We took advantage of this dataset mostly to compare and discuss the results from several
datasets for the 100 year return level of significant wave height since it was clearly advantageous to use
long climatic datasets for the assessment of such a statistic. Changes to the extreme wave conditions
and metocean conditions over the coming century, as a response to climate change, is an interesting
research topic that could be further explored by studying the ocean and wave field response to wind
fields under different emission scenarios.

The other long-term wave hindcast dataset we used was a coarser resolution WAM modeling
effort on a rotated spherical grid and about 10-11 km resolution from Reistad et al. [51], also used for
extreme value analysis in [33]. Here, we used the data for a 44 year period between 1958 to 2001 for the
same purpose as the Weisse et al. [52] model results. That was to estimate the 100 year return period.
The results from both longer datasets was interpolated to the grid of Nilsson et al. [6] using a 2D linear
interpolation function called grid data in MATLAB c© version 9.6.0.1072779 (R2019a) that was found to
handle interpolation of scattered data efficiently.

2.2. Wind and Sea-Ice Data

Sea-ice in the Baltic Sea is important from several perspectives, and here, we aim to elucidate
a few aspects on its variations with regards to concentration, thickness, and wind speed during ice
classes. The ice data used was formed using the operational ice charts produced by the Swedish Ice
Service at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), based on a combination
of satellite information and in situ observations. It was further described in [5,6] and compared
with purely derived satellite observations by Uiboupin et al. [56]. The so-called IceMap dataset
was based on software called IceMap, in which an operator manually draws a large number of
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polygons on a computer screen. Each polygon was assigned ice attributes, such as level ice thickness
and ice concentration. The resulting ice chart in its digitized form was saved on 2D grids of about
4 km resolution in its original form in various comma-separated values (CSV) formats, but was here
reformatted and interpolated to the WAM model grid at about 1.1 km resolution and daily data
in NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) format before further calculations of ice and combined
wind/ice statistics were carried out. This allowed for cross-correlation of many wave energy aspect
results and ice statistics on a common grid.

The resulting ice dataset used in this study covered the time period between 1980 until the
end of 2013. We selected this time period to also combine the presence of ice conditions with
wind speed conditions in Beaufort classes adapted from Barua et al. [57] based on a wind speed
at a 10 m height provided every 3 h from dynamical down-scaling using the HIRLAM model
(High Resolution Limited Area Model [58]), which was more detailed than global reanalysis data.
The atmospheric reanalysis dataset generated using HIRLAM that was being used in this project
was called EURO4M (The European Reanalysis and Observations for Monitoring) and was further
described in Dahlgren et al. [59]. Some small errors in coastal zones may be present in both the wave
modeling setup and the generation of the interpolated ice datasets, because the ice data and wind data
were of coarser spatial resolution than the wave model grid. A few near-shore nodes in the northern
basins (about 0.8% of those covered by water) were either showing less than 1 m water depth and were
ignored in the wave modeling or showing reduced presence of ice in comparison to what was typical
for its latitude because of inadequacies in the interpolation routines during the WAM wave modeling.
These nodes were for convenience provided the median result across 5 km latitude bands before
combined statistics, maps, and cross-correlation of different aspects was generated/performed. The
work in [40] showed for a limited time period of four ice-seasons that wave simulations using ice chart
data, as was done in [6], had slightly better accuracy than using modeled ice concentrations, but overall,
the differences were small for the mean statistics of significant wave height for the different approaches.

One of the issues of generating a homogenous dataset of sea-ice is the lack of continuous
observations in space and time [39], and it is worth commenting that some variation existed over time
in the number of files per ice-season with available data. Between the winters of 1979 to 2005, the
underlying original data were available on average every fourth day and starting from autumn 2005
until spring 2015 about every second day. Although we did not use data after December 2013 in this
study, it is being used operationally at SMHI and is now usually available every day, resulting in little
need for interpolation. We note that it was difficult to know if short periods of reduced ice-conditions at
the daily or sub-daily time scale between two observations of ice may have occurred, but given the lack
of further information, linear interpolation to daily data was applied because we considered a slowly
varying sea-ice concentration and sea-ice thickness as the best approximation we could make in such
situations. Data were never available more frequently than daily, and hence, no or little interpolation
over time would likely be needed if the currently constructed dataset were extended with additional
newer data. Overall, the resulting datasets provided a useful way to assess the presence and extent of
different categories of ice conditions for the SEEZ.

3. Methods

3.1. Assessment of Operations and Maintenance Conditions Using Time-Series Analysis

In this work, we followed the methodology of Guanche et al. [24] to assess O&M conditions by
means of indicators including representative sea state parameters, significant wave height Hs, and
ice conditions. We used the high-resolution model data from [6] to achieve the best possible spatial
coverage for the SEEZ after having done some preliminary tests using a longer dataset that showed
overall similar results for conditions about 10 km from coasts, but with no predictions for near-shore
regions. We analyzed data for 24 h weather windows because O&M activities may often take place
in this amount of time, and if daylight conditions needed to be considered for the specific O&M
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activity, shorter weather windows may also need to consider this aspect depending on latitude and
season in a more sophisticated way. If needed for a specific project or analysis, further calculations
based on shorter WWs of for instance a 6 or 12 h length following [24] could also be completed. This
was due to computational expense not performed for the entire SEEZ in this study, and the sea-ice
data was also not available at higher temporal resolution than daily time scale. There were limiting
working wave heights or access limits [60] depending on the type of vessel used and the type of
offshore structure to be boarded (wind turbines, WECs, etc.). Because we did not choose a specific
technology to be used here, we made calculations for a range of wave heights at 0.5 m intervals
between 0.5 m and 4.0 m that covered and extended beyond the range typically discussed in for
instance [24,60–62]. Guanche et al. [24] ignored regions influenced by sea-ice in their global analysis;
however, it is well-known that the Baltic Sea obtains seasonal ice-conditions, and we formulated two
types of statistics for each wave height limit. The two types of statistics were based on if any time the
wave model saw ice, that hour was considered as acceptable or not acceptable weather conditions for
O&M activities and hence counted or not as part of a WW. This provided a consistent good overview
of how the number of weather windows per year was reduced due to sea-ice, but depended on
the ice-concentration limit of 30% set during the wave modeling [6] following [41]. This limit as an
inhibiting factor for O&M activities was of course uncertain, but wave modeling at many different
ice limits for long time periods was considered outside the scope of this study. The sea-ice conditions
for many other types of ice-conditions were however also explored (in Section 4.1), and in a relative
classification of which sites could be considered better and worse with regards to sea-ice within the
SEEZ, we shall see that the results were not very sensitive to this modeling choice.

The basic method to assess weather windows was based on time-series analysis and involved
moving step-wise through the time-series of each year of data at each node with wave model results.
If the hour was assessed to have significant wave height below the access limit for Hs considered and
no ice (or if ice was present and not considered inhibiting for O&M), a counter was added by 1, and if
it reached 24, a WW was defined, the counter reset to zero, and the procedure continued. Another
counter for the number of weather windows for the year was added by one simultaneously. If the hour
of wave model results reached above the limit for Hs or if ice was present and considered inhibiting
for O&M, the inner counter was reset to zero, and no WW was added. Once the results were calculated
for each year, the average and standard deviation of the number of weather windows per year were
calculated and saved for each node.

Apart from WWs, also the mean waiting period and 99th percentile waiting period was assessed
for each season. This was achieved for each node by counting the number of hours until the next 24
h WW was defined. All such Waiting Periods (WPs) with the starting time in each season defined a
distribution for each access limit and if ice was considered inhibiting or not. From these distributions,
the mean and 99th percentile were calculated for each node [24].

To ease the interpretation and increase clarity, results were selected and shown for Hs limits of 1,
2, and 3 m, but all results were saved and available also for other access limits (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and
4 m) together with other data of sea-ice, wave height, wave period, and wave power distributions
in the metocean datasets compiled for the SEEZ. We also chose to discuss mainly the wintertime
waiting periods starting in December to February because, typically, waiting periods were shorter for
other seasons.

A choice of threshold of 3 m or higher for the significant wave height should be recognized as a
fairly high threshold, and crews and divers would likely avoid operating above 1.5 m to 2 m, even if
the marine vessel used was capable of operating in those conditions. However, it may be possible
that more of the required O&M for near-shore and offshore energy devices would be performed using
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) robotics and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) in the
future [45,63,64], so that higher threshold values could be useful to consider. Based on experiences
from the Lysekil research site on the west coast of Sweden, a comparative study on the use of divers
and ROVs found economic advantages for ROVs starting from seven deployed devices or more [45].
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The cost of divers was also found to increase significantly in deeper water deployments than 30 m. At a
project level, studying several access limits would likely be needed and based on the specific choices
of technology, as well as the conditions on the site or area of interest. A mapping of the conditions for
WWs as was done here was beneficial for these purposes.

3.2. Estimating Extreme Conditions Using the Peak-Over-Threshold Method

The return levels for the significant wave height were obtained using methods of extreme value
theory. In this paper, the Peaks-Over-Threshold (POT) method was used; see, e.g., Coles [65] for details.
Starting from the time series of Hs, a threshold u was selected to exclude non-extreme values of Hs.
Among the threshold-exceeding values of Hs, a declustering technique was used to extract independent
events, also called clusters. A minimum separation time was selected, and events were only counted
as independent if Hs dropped below u for a duration equal to or greater than the minimum separation
time. In this paper, the 99th percentile was used as a threshold [66], and the minimum separation time
was set to 48 h following [33].

Once the sets of clusters was identified, the maximum value of each cluster was selected, and a
Generalized Pareto (GP) distribution was fitted to this set of cluster maxima. The GP distribution had
the cumulative distribution function:

H(y) =

1−
(

1 +
ξy
σ

)−1/ξ

if ξ 6= 0

1− exp
(
− y

σ

)
if ξ = 0,

where y = Hs − u > 0 is the independent variable that describes the threshold exceedances and ξ

and σ are the parameters of the GP distribution. Owing to its simplicity and generality, the maximum
likelihood method was used to estimate the GP parameters. Once the parameters were estimated, it
was straightforward to estimate specific return levels, e.g., the 100 year event. The T year return level
yT is computed as:

yT =

u +
σ

ξ

[
(Tα)ξ − 1

]
if ξ 6= 0

u + σ log(Tα) if ξ = 0,

where the yearly cluster rate α can be estimated as nc/N, where nc is the total number of clusters
(independent extreme events) and N is the total number of years.

In addition to the POT method, the Annual Maxima (AM) method (see, e.g., [65]) was tested for
comparison with the results of the POT method. In the AM method, annual extremes were extracted
from the time series, and a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution was fitted to the annual
extremes. Similar to the case with the GP distribution, once the GEV parameters were estimated, the
specific return levels could be estimated.

3.3. Formulating Suitability Index for Metocean Conditions Based on Geo-Spatial Data

A large set of geo-spatial data containing information about both wave, wind, and ice conditions
was compiled and interpolated to the Swedish seawater within the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone.
A method to assess the relative suitability and independence of many of these aspects needs to be able
to make informed decisions about which sites can be considered the best and worse with respect to
each aspect or combined aspects.

When it comes to individual technologies, limits of acceptable meteorological and oceanographic
conditions may sometimes exist in which case it makes sense as a first step to simply decide
a classification based on whether a certain potentially critical condition has occurred or not.
We considered that sometimes, no occurrence of an event happened in very long datasets, which
indicated that the risk of encountering those conditions could be considered reasonably low. A flag for
non-critical conditions could be introduced for such a case. This procedure described schematically by
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the upper assessment strategy in Figure 2 was used extensively on many types of data with results
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The averaging of such yes/no or 0/1 conditions to a final Average
Suitability Index (ASI) implied that it became possible to identify directly regions where more or
less individual types of potentially critical conditions had at some point occurred. High values thus
indicated that for most limits considered, the suitability would be acceptable, but for low values, extra
concern would need to be given to assure that the metocean conditions overall were good enough
for the intended O&M activity or establishment of the WEC site (or whatever other marine activity is
being considered). We should note that although we used the terminology average suitability index,
this does not need to describe average conditions of waves, winds, or sea-ice. Average only means that
arithmetic averaging was used for the individual Suitability Indexes (SI), zero or one, which may at
times represent quite extreme ice conditions (e.g., presence of 90 to 100% ice concentration).

Figure 2. Sketch of the methodology going from geo-spatial data to classifications based on either
yes/no (potentially critical/non-critical) conditions or on a relative scale based on the frequency of
occurrence or intensity of the aspect considered. For the relative scale, a value of one can be assigned to
all areas for which a non-occurrence of the aspect considered has taken place, to result in an Suitability
Index (SI) ranging between zero and one, or six classes can be presented based on percentile limits.
Averaging across suitability indexes corresponding to many different choices to formulate an average
SI is advantageous as a first assessment of metocean conditions for a region, before specific choices
about technology and marine infrastructure to be used in a project have been made. All individual SI
results for different choices will however also be saved for a full description of metocean conditions,
which may be needed at a project level.

The presence, if certain conditions occurred or not, did not give information about how often
(or how long) the considered conditions typically occurred. We may also want to discuss using a
relative scale for the variations that occurred between sites in terms of the average number of days
with ice per year. Placing such data from all sites, which had some presence of the ice conditions
under consideration, on a relative scale based on percentiles of 5, 25, 50, 75, and 95 for the ice-time
was found to be useful when comparing different aspects to each other for correlation. For this type of
relative assessment strategy, illustrated schematically in the lower part of Figure 2, it was useful to
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assign a perfect score one to the areas showing for instance no-occurrence of the ice conditions under
consideration. This was because these areas did not technically become a part of the distribution that
defined the percentiles, but were still non-critical conditions.

The averaging of the assigned values si to a final average relative suitability index (ARSI) would
illustrate in a more differentiated way areas that were for most individual SI considered to be the
best (close to one) or worst (closer to zero) with regards to the aspect studied. As stated previously,
the maps of average relative suitability did not need to represent average conditions depending on
what was being studied. Similar ranking of suitability scores ranging from zero and one was applied
in multi-criteria evaluation of wave energy projects on the southeast Australian coast [67], but it is
here described how it could be applied also to regions experiencing sea-ice. The correlation between
individual indexes on this normalized form would also show if results were sensitive to specific
choices/thresholds or if similar regions could be identified as more or less suitable independent of the
studied limits defining the SI.

3.4. Correlation Analysis within and between Aspects

To identify similarity within a single aspect, we used the individual relative suitability indexes
and made extensive use of the Pearson linear correlation coefficient:

ρA,B =
1

N − 1

N

∑
i=1

(
Ai − µA

σA

)(
Bi − µB

σB

)
.

Here, A and B represent the two random variables, for instance corresponding to the relative
suitability index for ice thickness above two given limits. The mean and standard deviation of the
fields are respectively denoted by µA, µB and σA, σB. We also study the similarity between different
aspects using the average relative suitability index, the correlation coefficient, and other accompanying
statistics in Section 4.4.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Metocean Conditions within SEEZ

Swedish seawater located roughly between latitude 55 and 66◦N includes a variety of sea-ice
conditions that can be considered essentially ice-free in the south (at least far from coasts) to occurrences
in the north that are several months long [39], typically starting with thin ice-cover some time in
November/December and lasting in some regions on rare occasions all the way until March/April.

How much percentage of the nodes within SEEZ that have at some point between 1980 and 2013
experienced different types of ice conditions is illustrated in Figure 3. It shows that almost all of SEEZ
had some type of sea-ice and that ice concentration classes below 50% and wind speed classes up to
about 11 m/s were common and occurred in above 95% of the SEEZ. For the ice thickness aspect, it
displays a more continuous decrease, but very thin ice-covers of 5, 10, and 15 cm occurred in about
86% of the SEEZ at some point. For the 20 cm thickness class, less than 70% of the nodes had at some
point experienced this, and less than 50% had ice thickness of 30 cm. It is also notable that wind speeds
above about 16–17 m/s during sea-ice were fairly uncommon for the SEEZ. The wind speed was used
as an important indicator for the overall metocean conditions, and it was typically connected to the
current speed [68,69] and speed of drift-ice [70]. What is important to remember about this graph is
that it shows any presence of different types of sea-ice conditions, but does not say if these conditions
occurred only for a single day or a several month long time period.
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Figure 3. Percent of SEEZ that had presence of different types of ice conditions. Three aspects (ice
thickness, ice concentration, and wind speed classes during ice) are represented with three different
x-axes in blue, red, and black, respectively.

We continue with the assessment of the typical (and less typical) ice and wind conditions during
ice in Figure 4, which shows the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentile values for average number of
days per year with regards to selected ice thickness classes (in a), ice concentration classes (in b), and
wind speed classes during ice conditions (in c). These statistics were based on the distribution of all
the nodes that had ice conditions in the category under consideration (here called icy area) and were
used to calculate the type of SI described in Section 3.3.

It is worth noting from Figure 4a that some areas could have ice more than 100 days per year on
average, and some of these could have ice thicker than 0.5 m up to 40–50 days per year according to
the climatology. This was largely consistent with the results presented in [39] discussing maximum
extents of ice-periods up to even seven months in extreme cases. The spatial extent of these regions
was however small, as will be further discussed later, and may be poor candidates for wave energy
converter deployments unless the deployment were intended for testing the limits of survivability
of new techniques and devices. More commonly, any ice conditions averaged to 10 days per year, as
shown by the median (50th percentile).

For ice concentrations (in b), a similar pattern was seen as for thickness with decreasing number
of days per year as the limits for ice-concentration increased. The compact drift-ice category (ice
concentration > 90%) may appear to have higher average number of days per year than lower
categories, but this was because the spatial extent decreased and the percentile values formed only for
the area that still had ice with this classification (90% to 100%).

For the wind speed classes during ice, we note that essentially the same result was obtained for all
wind speeds up to 5.45 m/s because these were all very common wind speeds for the area, implying
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that during the 34 years studied, some ice conditions and these lower wind speed categories occurred
almost everywhere (in Section 4.1.3, we discuss the spatial pattern more). The average number
of days with ice and wind speed above 7.95 m/s and higher wind speed classes was decreasing
significantly, and in fact, very small areas had more than one day per year with ice and wind speed
above 13.85 m/s, corresponding to moderate gale conditions, and only a few places had ice during
strong gale conditions (above 20.75 m/s). Such rare compound events may have a probability to occur
only in order of magnitude once per decade, and specifying the locations for where this happens
was difficult based on the current assessment and existing datasets. However, obviously, places with
frequent occurrence of ice conditions were more likely candidates also for those compound events.
Here, it is important to note, however, the difference between hourly mean wind speed conditions
studied here and the gustiness of wind, which made the probability of having ice and short episodes
of high wind speed significantly higher.
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Figure 4. Percentile values for the average number of days per year with regards to selected ice
thickness classes (in (a)), ice concentration (conc.) classes (in (b)), and wind speed classes during ice
conditions (in (c)). The wind speed classes were created based on an adapted Beaufort scale [57], and
ice concentration classes were based on the WMO sea-ice classes [71], while ice thickness categories
were created for every 5 cm; however, only selected lines corresponding to the lowest and thickest
considered ice classes are shown here to increase the clarity of the figure.

The wave climate and wave power conditions had to some extent already been discussed in detail
for the SEEZ region [6,7,36,37], but it is convenient here to further study the percentiles of significant
wave height and wave power and formulate relative suitability indexes also for these parameters.
This was important when studying the accessibility and ice conditions considering that a significant
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anti-correlation was expected between these different aspects, emphasizing the need for studying
multiple aspects in site selection processes.

Figure 5a shows that more than 95% of the SEEZ had a median hourly significant wave height
below 1 m and a 75th percentile below about 1.6 m, which are common wave conditions in sheltered
seas. Higher waves did, however, occur as the higher percentile lines show, with some, but few regions
where the 99th percentile significant wave height exceeded 4 m. It was, however, more common
than not that the 99.9th percentile was above 4 m with some (approximately 5% of the area) having
the 99.9th percentile above 6 m. These wave conditions could be considered intermediately high,
but would for many wave power technologies not necessarily reach the threshold level associated
with the survival modes of WECs. Guanche et al. [24] referenced [72] regarding the Pelamis survival
mode at Hs = 8 m and the C5-600 Wave Star prototype working up to 6 m [73]. The SEAREV (Système
Electrique Autonome de Récupération de l’Energie des Vagues) and AWS (Archimedes Wave Swing)
devices reported survival limits up to Hs = 8 m and Hs = 6.5 m, respectively, according to [74]. These
wave energy devices may not be well suited for the Baltic Sea, but information about the presence of
high significant wave heights is important as design parameters for survivability.
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Figure 5. Percentile values for ice-free significant wave height (in (a)) and wave power P (in (b)) are
shown against the spatial percentile for the SEEZ indicating how many percentage points of the region
have the presented significant wave height or wave power conditions.

The distributions of hourly wave power P showed a wide range of values of more than four
orders of magnitude, and in Figure 5b, we show the percentile values with the y-axis on a logarithmic
scale. The 50th percentile line shows that at least 95% of the area had hourly ice-free wave power
values below 2 kW/m most of the time, and the 75th percentiles were below 7 kW/m. It is worth
noting that the mean wave power for the SEEZ of about 3.2 kW/m [6] was hence in many places
achieved by the less frequent higher percentile conditions, which could have orders of magnitude
higher wave power resource values compared to the median or mean. For instance, the 99th percentile
line showed above 7 kW/m for more than 95% of the SEEZ and above 72 kW/m for some areas (about
5%). The 99.9th percentile wave power range for the 5th to 95th percentile was between about 18
kW/m and up to about 170 kW/m.

4.1.1. Suitability Index Based on Ice Concentration

Figure 6a shows that only a small area marked by yellow color in the southeastern part of the
SEEZ did not, according to the compiled ice dataset, experience any sea-ice conditions during the
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time period considered between 1980 and 2013. The orange area has at some occasion experienced ice,
but of less than 30% ice concentration, and the dark blue area that dominates the results shows that
most regions had at least at some time experienced all types of World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) ice-classes. In the average SI, any presence was counted regardless of how short it was, and
many areas below 59◦N often had quite short-lived ice events. Figure 6 in [5] showed for instance a
larger area of the Baltic Sea region as “open-water” when less than 1% of time with ice concentration
above 30% was considered. It hence became appropriate to also consider the percent of time with
various ice conditions when formulating a relative classification or suitability index, as we show
averaged results for in Figure 6b. This allowed differentiating better between more ice-covered and
less ice-covered areas.

Figure 6. The Average Suitability Index (ASI) for Ice Concentration (IC) based on considering any
presence of ice classes (in (a)) represents the presence of their maximum ice concentration category
over 34 years. The percentile limits of Figure 4b are used to formulate the Average Relative Suitability
Index (ARSI) in (b), which takes into account the amount of time of various ice concentration categories.
A value of one indicates ice-free or non-critical ice concentration conditions for all categories considered,
and low values imply the presence of potentially critical ice concentration conditions for many of the
categories (or thresholds) considered. Sub-basin borders following Figure 1 are marked with red lines.

The results of formulating relative suitability indexes using different ice concentration limits
corresponding to different WMO ice classes [71] ranging from ice-free to the most severe category of
considering compact drift ice, with ice concentration above 90%, turned out to show strong similarity
in the results. For the relative suitability index, the lowest correlation between the pattern for above
70% ice concentration and 90% ice concentration was still as high as 0.90. The highest linear correlation
coefficient of 0.99 was found between the pattern of above 30% and above 50%, giving nearly identical
patterns. This indicated a non-sensitivity in the overall relative classification result to the specific limit
chosen, which could be interpreted as a consequence that regions with higher occurrence of any ice
also typically had higher occurrence of ice with ice concentrations above a given threshold. This result
held regardless if this threshold was 30%, 50%, 70%, or 90% ice concentration. The pattern shown
in Figure 6b did hence not change very much if any one of the selected thresholds and individual
suitability indexes were used to classify ice-conditions based on higher and lower occurrence or if a
combination of all of them was used.
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4.1.2. Suitability Index Based on Ice Thickness

The average suitability index for ice thickness in Figure 7a shows in comparison to the ice
concentration aspect a more varied index south of latitude 60◦ N because the ice that exists here (except
for some coastal regions) is typically thin, less than 15 cm in the orange-colored areas and less than 25
to 30 cm in the greenish/light blue colored areas. In the northern basins, most areas had on the other
hand at some point experienced ice thicker than 40 to 50 cm, and hence, we obtain the dark blue colors
in the average SI. As previously noted, we used the term “average” suitability index here because it
was the mean of the values (zero or one) corresponding to the individual SI considered. These maps
would, however, in fact represent the presence of conditions above threshold limits, which could for
some thresholds be considered as extreme (or at least thick) sea-ice.

Figure 7. The Average Suitability Index (ASI) for Ice Thickness (IT) based on considering any presence
of ice thickness categories (in (a)) represents the presence of their maximum ice thickness category over
34 years. The percentile limits are used to formulate the Average Relative Suitability Index (ARSI) in
(b), which takes into account the amount of time of various ice thickness categories. A value of one
indicates ice-free or non-critical ice thickness conditions for all categories considered, and low values
imply the presence of potentially critical ice thickness conditions for many of the categories considered.
Sub-basin borders following Figure 1 are marked with red lines.

To obtain a further differentiation relative suitability indexes were formed, and the average of
these for ice thickness is shown in Figure 7b. Places with many categories of ice-free or near ice-free
conditions such that they belong to the 5% best conditions with regards to ice thickness obtained high
values and yellow or orange colors, which included most places south of latitude 60◦ N. Further north,
there was a differentiation between the results in most of Basins 3 and 4 showing mostly more greenish
colors compared to Basins 1 and 2 showing more bluish colors, indicating that in the relative sense,
they had the largest occurrence of thicker sea-ice.

Obviously, there was a strong correlation between this pattern relating to ice-thickness and the
previous average relative suitability index for ice concentration, but we wait on discussing this further
until Section 4.4 and here instead discuss only the within aspect correlations. As can be expected, two
neighboring ice thickness classes (above 30 and above 35 cm) showed the highest linear correlation
coefficient of 0.99, and the lowest correlations were found between the SI for the above 50 cm ice
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thickness and the suitability indexes for categories including ice conditions with less than 15 cm
ice-thickness. The lowest correlation of 0.77 was with the above 10 cm ice thickness class. This may
be interpreted to be a consequence of that thin ice, of less than 15 cm thickness, being frequently
encountered and fairly wide spread within the SEEZ. For large parts of the area, it may be advisable
to make sure that marine infrastructure and vessels are always constructed to handle such thin
ice build-up. The forces on WECs during sea-ice are in need of further study, although successful
operations of periods up to 400 days have been achieved [42–44] and of course will depend also on
prevailing wind, current, ice, and wave conditions.

4.1.3. Suitability Index Based on Ice/Wind Speed Classes

The average suitability index for ice/wind speed categories in Figure 8a partly resembles the
ASI for ice concentration in Figure 6a in the sense that only a small area in the southeastern SEEZ
with yellow color is completely ice-free and hence always assigned a suitability index value of one
regardless of the wind speed. Other areas have various shades of blue colors with only a few regions
having more greenish color. This is because most areas had at some point in time between 1980 and
2013 wind speeds up to above moderate and fresh breeze conditions during some type of ice condition.
The average suitability index would hence for many of the ice/wind speed categories be marked
as potentially critical in this type of assessment; however, this type of information did not reflect
how often the conditions took place, and a relative scale was also useful to study. The information
provided by the ASI was however that wind speeds up to about 8 to 11 m/s were fairly common
during ice-condition and that marine infrastructure should be designed to hold for the potential loads
these conditions could imply. For the higher ice/wind speed categories corresponding to gale and
storm conditions, they were more uncommon and because of this reason also difficult to predict
the probability of, but areas of higher occurrence of sea-ice would have a higher risk of obtaining
these types of compound events that impose some of the harshest metocean conditions in the Baltic
Sea region.

Figure 8. The ASI for the ice/wind speed aspect based on considering any presence of ice and wind
speed categories (in (a)) and considering the percentile limits (in Figure 4c) to formulate the ARSI in
(b). A value of one indicates ice-free or non-critical wind speed during ice conditions for all categories
considered, and low values imply the presence of potentially critical wind speed during ice conditions
for many of the categories considered. Sub-basin borders following Figure 1 are marked with red lines.
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The average relative suitability index in Figure 8b also shows a fairly consistent picture with the
assessment of the ice thickness and ice concentration ARSI emphasizing that south of latitude 60◦ N or
59◦ N, the best conditions for most ice/wind speed categories are found in a relative sense. This is due
to less average ice-time essentially regardless of which category is considered. Some coastal regions
will however experience more frequent occurrences and can receive classifications similar to what is
typical in Basins 3 and 4.

Correlation analysis was conducted between the individual suitability indexes of different
ice/wind speed categories, and for neighboring categories, high correlations were typically obtained,
with the light air and light breeze category having the highest 0.99, implying non-sensitivity for results
in exact choices between two categories of different, but fairly similar wind speed. The only category
for which the individual relative suitability index did not show good correlation with other categories
was for the strong gale and ice conditions because these were rare and only occurred over small areas.
The correlations ranged between 0.20 for the strong gale category to the light air category up to 0.32
between the fresh and strong gale relative SI. For the relative suitability index of fresh gale and ice,
which was also a rare occurrence category, the correlation to the light air results was still 0.61 and to
the neighboring moderate gale results as high as 0.81. The results for moderate gale to lower wind
speed results gave correlation coefficients between 0.73 and 0.89. This meant that the average relative
SI results in Figure 8b could be argued to some extent to represent the overall view of the ice/wind
speed aspect of individual suitability indexes, apart from the rare compound events of winds above
fresh or strong gale force during ice conditions, which may need further study outside the scope of
this investigation.

4.1.4. Suitability Index Based on Significant Wave Height and Wave Power

The average relative suitability index for significant wave height is shown in Figure 9a and for
wave power in (b) based on the percentiles shown in Figure 5. The two ARSI were highly correlated
and showed in general a very similar picture as shown by the mean wave power statistic for SEEZ and
Baltic Sea region in Figure 4 in [6]. This aspect was thoroughly examined and discussed for the SEEZ
in terms of the physical dependence of wave power resource on distance from coast, fetch, dominant
wave directions, etc., for different basins in [6].

Here, we investigated further how well different percentile results of the distributions could
be used to formulate suitability indexes that represented the described overall picture. It may be
important to discuss because different wave energy technologies may take advantage of different
ranges of the wave heights and power distributions, and hence, we may ask to what extent similarity
in relative suitability existed and whether results and conclusions drawn from an average suitability
pattern could be representative for individual SI or not. Individual suitability indexes may of course be
easier to formulate once specific choices on technology have been made, but for this study of prevailing
metocean conditions within the SEEZ, we avoided to as large extent as possible making specific choices
about technologies because there exists a wide variety of different types of technologies (e.g., [1,2])
suitable for a wide variety of different marine conditions.

In metocean studies, it is common to study the percentiles of wave height or so-called combined
power matrices of wave heights and wave periods. Such data have also been derived for the SEEZ
region and have been used in the SWERM project for a more specific study of technical wave energy
potential [7]. It should be noted that here, we chose to display the significant wave height results with
the notion that it was a positive aspect to have high waves, because we considered that for sites within
fairly sheltered seas with 99.9th percentiles typically below 6–7 m, these ranges of wave heights would
likely not threaten the survivability of wave energy converters, at least not for some of the technologies
mentioned in Section 4.1. Even lower wave heights would, however, as we will later see, affect the
number of weather windows and waiting periods for O&M activities, but these aspects will be studied
separately in the following sections.
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Figure 9. The ARSI for ice-free significant wave height (in (a)) and for ice-free wave power resource (in
(b)) formulated based on the percentile limits in Figure 5. A value of one indicates that the area has
been classified to have the 5% highest waves and wave power in all categories considered, and low
values indicate the areas that have the lowest wave heights and wave power values for many of the
categories considered. Sub-basin borders following Figure 1 are marked with red lines.

The correlation analysis of all relative suitability indexes for the significant wave height aspect
revealed a high degree of similarity for all categories with the lowest linear correlation coefficient being
0.87 between the 25th and 99.9th percentile results. The highest correlation of 0.99 was found between
the 90th and 95th percentile essentially indicating the same relative suitability classification for the
same areas with regards to the significant wave height aspect. For the wave power investigation, the
results were found to be very similar to the lowest correlation of 0.85 also found between the 25th and
99.9th percentile results, indicating a large degree of similarity.

4.2. Operations and Maintenance Conditions within SEEZ

From previous sections, it was clear that ice conditions occurred in especially the northern parts
and some coastal regions of the SEEZ, and it became reasonable to consider some ice conditions
as potentially critical for O&M activities in addition to if the significant wave heights were high.
As discussed in [4,24], different access limits applied for different WECs and marine vessels, and the
work in [61] discussed that different types of boat landings or motion-compensating landing systems
could be utilized, making limits in the range of 0.5 to 3 m significant wave height relevant to discuss
for defining weather windows and waiting periods for wind energy purposes. Less studied is wave
energy with regards to these aspects, but the work in [24] used a limit of 2 m significant wave height
in a global overview of accessibility around the coasts of the world. Here, we apply several limits
ranging between 0.5 and 4 m, but for clarity show results for 1, 2, and 3 m and for simplicity illustrate
the differences between if the conditions when the wave model sees ice (>30% concentration) are
considered as critical or not for the O&M activity. The access limit of 3 m significant wave height is
as previously discussed a fairly high threshold for sea operations for crews and divers, but may in
the future not be limiting for ROVs and AUVs. No definition of what ice conditions is surely critical
has been established, and further research is needed to determine this, but is considered outside the
scope of the present study. The no-ice statistics will hence illustrate a pattern with higher accessibility
depending on the ice-free distributions of wave conditions only, and this is useful as it can be combined
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with other choices of ice aspects and their suitability indexes (see Section 4.4) at a later stage, if found
applicable. The ice-included statistic directly illustrated a reduction in weather windows and an
increase in waiting periods as expected for some regions and gave a more direct combined view on
which basins were affected significantly by ice, and which were not.

Figure 10a shows the average number of 24 h long weather windows per year as a function of
the spatial percentile for the SEEZ, indicating how many percentage points of of the region had the
presented number of WW. For increasing significant wave heights considered as critical conditions, the
number of WWs increased, and the ice conditions of course decreased the number of days. It is worth
noting that for both considering ice and no-ice, the number of weather windows when a significant
wave height limit of 3 m was considered at least 75% of the SEEZ region would have more than about
330 WWs per year on average. If wave heights less than 3 m were considered critical for the O&M
activities, the number of weather windows decreased significantly in most areas, and this indicated
that to achieve good accessibility to sites in most places with limited ice, the marine infrastructure
should be designed to handle these conditions when possible; otherwise, the risk of long waiting
periods for the next WW to occur also increased significantly.
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Figure 10. The number of 24 h weather windows (in (a)), length of mean waiting periods (in (b)),
and 99th percentile waiting periods (in (c)) shown as a function of the spatial percentile for the SEEZ,
indicating how many percentage points of the region that have the considered number of weather
windows and length of waiting periods. Different significant wave height limits are used together with
assumptions that ice conditions are considered as inhibiting (blue lines) or not (black lines) for the
assessment of weather windows.

Figure 10b illustrates how long the mean waiting periods became for different access limits chosen
on significant wave height and if ice was considered as an inhibiting factor or not. Regardless if ice
was considered or not, the mean waiting periods were typically short, about 2.1 days, for at least 75%
of the SEEZ if significant wave heights less than 2 m were considered as acceptable weather conditions.
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A limit of 2 m is also used at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute when guiding
and providing route planning for naval cargo vessels in the Baltic Sea operationally. Lower waves
are typically of little concern to cargo and maintenance vessels, but as discussed, operation safety
for crew and divers may be concerned with this limit. Lower wave conditions are more frequent
(see Figure 5) and became relevant to consider as potentially critical also for smaller rubber boats
and recreational vessels. Warnings for severe and extreme wave conditions in the Baltic Sea from the
Finnish Meteorological Institute are also issued together with other meteorological warnings seven
times a day, or more often when needed. The thresholds used are 2.5 m, 4 m, and 7 m significant wave
height [75], where the 7 m wave height is considered dangerous for all ships and the lowest threshold
is important for smaller boats.

When it comes to waiting periods, it does of course not only become relevant to note what the
average waiting period is, but also in what a higher percentile (see Figure 10c) corresponding to a type
of extreme case scenario may result. If ice was assumed to not be an inhibiting factor for the O&M
activities, 75% of the SEEZ region had a 99th percentile waiting period of less than about three days
for a significant wave height limit of 3 m, but increased to about 6.4 (24.5) days for a limit of 2 (1)
m. If equipment fails and needs to be repaired, these longer waiting periods may cause unnecessary
production loss of wave energy converters. Site accessibility may thus be significantly reduced if
marine vessels not dimensioned for intermediately high wave conditions are being used. For the
scenario with ice as an inhibiting factor, the waiting periods increased; however, 50% of the SEEZ
region had less than 10 (6) days as their 99th percentile waiting period at access limits of 2 (3) m, and
the results were, as we will later see, latitude dependent.

4.2.1. Weather Windows and Accessibility

For the assessment of weather windows, it could make sense to formulate suitability indexes
directly to illustrate if there are any regions with very many 24 h weather windows, which is highly
advantageous over areas with less frequent opportunity to site visits and O&M activities. If we chose a
threshold of more than 347 weather windows per year on average, this implied that 95% of the time,
the site should be accessible. Doing so and taking the average of those SI for the different studied
choices (1, 2 and 3 m) resulted in Figure 11a,c for if ice was considered as an inhibiting factor or not,
respectively. Some areas around coastlines showed yellow colors, indicating that even when 1 m access
limits were considered, the number of weather windows was above 347 days per year. This was an
effect of the low wave climate at these sites, but in terms of accessibility, this could be viewed as a
positive aspect. Even larger areas shown in green indicated regions in which at least 347 weather
windows per year were found on average if marine infrastructure and vessels were used that could
handle 2 m significant wave heights. A clear distinction was here recognized between Figure 11a,c
with a large reduction in green areas above about latitude 59◦ N in (a) when ice was considered as an
inhibiting factor. For a choice of technology that could utilize conditions with significant wave heights,
also up to 3 m further expanded the areas assessed to reach 347 weather windows per year to all the
light blue colored areas. This choice almost covered the entire non-coastal SEEZ region when ice was
not considered an inhibiting factor (in c). There were only a few dark blue areas left in the southeastern
part of the SEEZ in the Baltic proper basin and in the outer edges of the SEEZ region in Basin 11 on the
Swedish west coast. Hence, a high accessibility was reached essentially everywhere when ice was not
a concern; however, from (a), we note that especially Basins 1 and 2 and the northern part of Basin 3
indicated less accessibility related to the ice-cover. This was also indicated around very near-shore
coastal regions on especially the less wind-exposed east coast of Sweden, which was expected and in
agreement with the general picture given by the various average relative suitability indexes for ice
conditions presented in Section 4.1.
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Figure 11. The ASI for weather windows based on considering if the number of weather windows was
above or below 347 per year for each of the categories (in (a,c)) and considering the percentile limits to
formulate the ARSI in (b,d). The sub-plots (a,b) refer to considering the ice seen by the wave model
as inhibiting for defining weather windows, and (c,d) are the corresponding figures assuming ice is
not inhibiting O&M activities. A value of one indicates the best weather window conditions for all
categories considered, and low values imply the presence of a reduced number of weather windows
(WW) for many of the categories considered.

To further differentiate between which areas that were in a relative sense better and worse when it
came to the number of weather windows (and thereby accessibility), we formulated relative suitability
indexes for all choices of inhibiting limits in terms of significant wave height and if ice was to be
considered inhibiting or not. The ARSI with ice as the inhibiting factor and not is shown in Figure 11b,d,
respectively.

From Figure 11d, a clear picture emerges with high values of up to one near coasts due to the low
wave climate of those sites, but we can also note clearly the difference between the east and west coast
due to the higher near-shore wave climate on the west coast of Sweden related to the predominant
southwesterly wind directions [6] as a feature of the synoptic weather situation of the Baltic Sea region.
Only further offshore in the southeastern part of the SEEZ in Basin 5 and on the west coast region of
Basin 11, darkish blue colored areas showed up as a consequence of the higher wave climate with also
higher wave power (see Figure 9). Given that this was a relative classification, we should recognize
from Figure 11c that high accessibility of more than 95% could in fact likely be reached also for these
regions if infrastructure, marine vessels, and operation safety requirements are not limited by wave
heights less than 3 m. On a relative scale like this, which is useful to identify sites that are better and
worse, we note that high similarity was reached between the individual suitability indexes ranging
from 0.93 to 0.97 in the linear correlation coefficient, implying the method to classify sites was not
sensitive if only wave height distributions were a concern and not ice conditions.
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The results of Figure 11b, when ice was taken into account as an inhibiting factor in addition to
the choices of wave height access limits, show a fairly similar pattern as in (d), but with the northern
Basins 1 and 2 and part of 3 recognized together with some coastal areas as less suitable in terms of the
studied accessibility aspect. With these regions recognized as in a relative sense less good, some of the
other areas would switch to higher relative suitability and even become recognized to be in the top
95th percentile in terms of the number of weather windows and hence be assigned yellow color in the
figure. There were some larger differences between especially the pattern emerging from the choice of
1 m significant wave height and the other choices, but for the choice of 2 and 3 m, the linear correlation
coefficient between their respective suitability indexes was fairly high, 0.82, indicating quite strong
similarity in patterns for these wave heights. These conditions may also be reasonable to consider the
accessibility when it comes to O&M activities given that many marine vessels can operate in these
circumstances and few would be limited by as low wave heights as 1 m.

4.2.2. Waiting Periods

Site accessibility is governed partly by how long of a time marine vessels need to wait for
acceptable weather conditions to perform the desired O&M activity. It is hence advantageous to have
short waiting periods both in the mean and in extreme cases. If ice was assumed as not inhibiting
activities, the significant wave height was mainly governing the assessment of acceptable conditions.
In Figure 12a,c, we assigned a value of one if mean waiting periods for the winter season (December to
February) were less than three days and else a value of zero for each SI and then averaged across all
indexes. We considered the winter period here as it was the season with the longest waiting periods
both because of more ice conditions, as well as in some regions a higher probability for higher wave
conditions due to increased extra-tropical cyclone activity. Other seasons almost exclusively showed
results of very high site accessibility (not shown here) except for some occurrences with stormy weather
starting in November followed by either early ice formation or further high wave conditions in the
winter season.

From Figure 12c, we note that when ice was not an inhibiting factor, all wave height limitations,
even the one corresponding to 1 m, would not make mean waiting periods longer than three days.
For the green areas, the mean waiting periods were longer than three days for such a low significant
wave height limit of 1 m, but not for the 2 and 3 m results. From Figure 12a, the results changed
around some coastlines and in the northern basins as ice was considered as an additional limiting
factor. For the dark blue areas, the ice conditions implied longer than a three day mean waiting period
even for all wave height limits considered (1, 2, and 3 m), but more importantly, we note that quite
large areas of yellow and green colors remained with unchanged results and a high accessibility with
mean waiting periods below three days even during the winter.

The average relative SI with regards to mean waiting periods in Figure 12b,d recognized largely
the same areas, as better and worse, as the results previously shown for weather windows. Overall,
the same areas south of latitude 59◦ N were assigned the yellow or orange colors corresponding to
values close to one, but when ice was a limiting factor, the results in the northern basins that typically
had lower wave heights obtained a different pattern, shown in (b).
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Figure 12. The ASI for mean Waiting Periods (WP) based on considering if the length of mean waiting
periods was above or below three days for each of the categories (in (a,c)) and considering the percentile
limits to formulate the ARSI in (b,d). The sub-plots (a,b) refer to considering the ice seen by the wave
model as inhibiting when defining waiting periods, and (c,d) are the corresponding figures assuming
ice is not inhibiting O&M activities. A value of one indicates the best mean waiting period conditions
for all categories considered, and low values imply the presence of longer waiting period for many of
the categories considered.

When it comes to waiting periods in winter-time, not only the mean behavior is of interest to
discuss, but also the risk of having longer, but more rare events when ice and wave conditions cause
long waiting periods of several weeks. We chose to study this aspect using the 99th percentile waiting
period for December to January following Guanche et al. [24] in Figure 13 and repeated the analysis
conducted for the mean waiting period.

The average suitability indexes in Figure 13a,c were formulated based on if the 99th percentile
waiting period was longer or shorter than three weeks. The yellow colors in (c) hence implied that
if ice was not an inhibiting factor, the 99th percentile waiting periods were always less than three
weeks even for the case of considering 1 m as the limiting significant wave height. The green areas
showed less than three weeks for the 99th percentile waiting period if 2 m significant wave heights
were acceptable weather conditions for defining a WW. If ice was a limiting factor, the picture changed
quite dramatically north than about latitude 59◦ N with most places showing a 99th percentile waiting
period greater than three weeks for any of our choices of significant wave height limits (1, 2, and
3 m), indicated by the dark blue area. As in previous results, the southern basins were however much
less affected, and increases in waiting periods took place mostly around some coastal regions, while
many other areas remained with unchanged results and low risk of long waiting periods. The average
relative SI based on the 99th percentile waiting periods shown in Figure 13b,d showed similar results as
for mean waiting periods (in Figure 12), implying a non-sensitivity to the analysis results and relative
assessment of better and worse regions when it came to the aspect of waiting periods. Correlation
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analysis of the individual relative suitability indexes also showed linear correlation for no ice conditions
between 0.88 and 0.96, and for ice as an inhibiting factor, the correlation between the 2 m and 3 m
results was also very high between 0.91 and 0.95, indicating that the picture did not differ much in a
relative classification of sites dependent on these choices.

Figure 13. The ASI for 99th percentile waiting periods based on considering if the length of the waiting
periods was above or below three weeks for each of the categories (in (a,c)) and considering the
percentile limits to formulate the ARSI in (b,d). The sub-plots (a,b) refer to considering the ice seen by
the wave model as inhibiting when defining waiting periods, and (c,d) are the corresponding figures
assuming ice is not inhibiting O&M activities. A value of one indicates the best regions with regards to
the 99th percentile waiting periods for all categories considered, and low values imply the presence of
longer waiting period for many of the categories considered.

4.3. Extreme Value Analysis with a Focus on the SEEZ

Figure 14 reveals that uncertainty existed with regards to 100 year return values for significant
wave heights. The methods applied showed some areas with high return values (above 10 m) in both
the shorter (16 year) and the longer (44 and 45 year) datasets indicated by red lines (marked A and
D). The exact locations that showed return levels above a given threshold differed somewhat both
depending on the model setup that generated the different datasets, as well as for some regions, but
smaller differences depending on if the POT method or annual maxima method was used (not shown).
The high-resolution dataset showed some regions close to the coast with a higher than 10 m return
level (marked B, C, and F), which the other coarser resolution datasets did not show. The dataset from
Weisse et al. [52] showed some higher wave conditions in the eastern part of the central Baltic Sea
(marked E), which the other two datasets did not show. Nevertheless, some areas both on the Swedish
west coast in Basin 11 and in the southern part of Basin 8 showed consistently estimated 100 year
return levels above 10 m and locally up to 12 m.
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Figure 14. The 100 year return value for the significant wave height from a Peaks-Over-Threshold
(POT) method is shown for the SEEZ region with red iso-lines marking values above 10 m and black
above 8 m. The background colored field and dashed lines show the results from the high-resolution
dataset from [6]. The red and black full lines show the results from a 45 year dataset from [52] and
dotted lines from a 44 year dataset from [51]. Some places are marked with symbols A-F for further
discussion in the main text.

These should be considered high values considering the highest observed significant wave height
in the Baltic Sea of 8.3 m, and the highest probable may have reached up to 9.5 m during the wind
storm Gudrun in 2005 [75,76]. The evaluation of 95th percentile values of significant wave height
within or near the SEEZ also revealed a small overestimation in [6], but we are not aware of the
evaluation of the dataset from Weisse et al. [52] and Reistad et al. [51] considering extreme values in
the Baltic Sea. When the modeled datasets included such high values (of 8 or 9 m) and the datasets
were only 16 or even 45 years long, fitting the GEV distribution or GP distribution would, however,
result in higher values estimated for a 100 year return level. This is useful information that can be used
conservatively in design criteria. In such a context, it is often important to use a higher than observed
value conservatively considering that the life-time of offshore structures may often be about 20 to 30
years and measurement records are typically shorter.
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The 100 year return level is also sometimes used in the site selection process [67]. Here, we could
use a multi-model ensemble to estimate the likely areas to have higher extreme waves and classify
these on some relative scale to formulate a suitability index. However, this may become too restrictive
in the sense that the areas of highest extreme waves also often coincide with areas of high wave energy
potential within the SEEZ [6]. Instead, it is noted that overall, the estimated extreme values for the
SEEZ were actually relatively low in comparison to for instance the North Atlantic Ocean [33] or
Irish and Scottish coastlines, and given that many wave energy converters are developed to handle
those more severe conditions, a 100 year return level of 12 m may be considered not necessarily to
impose much of a restriction for many developed technologies. To reach more certain estimates of
extreme values within the SEEZ and the Baltic Sea, further work would be needed with high-resolution
modeling for very long time periods and potentially using ensembles to better account for uncertainties
in models.

Given the differences between model datasets (and smaller differences between methods) to
estimate extremes, it may be worth noting that the 8 m return level from any dataset appeared to
encapsulate almost all the areas with 10 m estimates that different models showed (except for some
small areas often close to the coast). With the lack of additional information and taking a conservative
approach, many areas with shown return levels above 8 m may actually be considered to have a risk of
significant wave heights also up to 10 m, when taking into account the confidence levels and modeling
uncertainties of extreme conditions.

4.4. Correlation and Joint Analysis between Different Aspects

We observed in previous sections that correlation existed between several different aspects, and
here, we quantify this using the linear correlation coefficient between the average relative suitability
index for different aspects shown in the elements below the diagonal in Table 1. It is important to
note both aspects that were highly correlated (0.99) such as the wave Power (P) and significant wave
height (Hs) and strongly negatively correlated (−0.98) such as wave power and weather windows
for the scenario of ignoring sea-ice (WWni), so-called no-ice statistics. This is a consequence of two
diametrically opposed aspects as high waves are advantageous because of the increase in wave power
this results in, but disadvantageous if this results in a large reduction in the number of weather
windows available for O&M activities. For such a case, one possibility is to study the variation in one
aspect conditional on the other aspect. This was done in [6] for the aspect of wave power and distance
from the coast with the creation of a relative classification based on the amount of annual mean wave
power compared to typical at a given distance from coast. We included here in the analysis also this
Relative Classification (RC) aspect, but for consistency, we divided the relative classes by a factor five
to place it in a range from zero to one. The relative wave power resource classification is also shown in
Figure 15, with the colored lines explained later.

Studying the correlation between different aspects, we note that aspects related to different ice
properties (concentration, thickness, and ice/wind speed) were all highly correlated (between 0.91 to
0.96), which implied to a large extent that there was not always a large independence between these
aspects, and areas could be assessed for relative suitability based on one aspect alone and expect to
reach a similar result from the other aspects. This was also reflected in their connection to other aspects,
for instance the correlation between ice aspects and relative classes had a reasonably high correlation
in the range of 0.65 to 0.69 and a low correlation with the number of weather windows (0.07 to 0.22).
There was however a fairly high correlation between the ARSI for ice concentration and wave power
of 0.75, which reduced to 0.70 for ice thickness and 0.64 for the ice/wind speed aspect. This may partly
be expected because the wave modeling used ice concentration in determining if ice existed or not
during its modeling, but not information of ice thickness or high wind speed ice conditions. Hence,
it made sense in an overall assessment of metocean conditions to include many aspects when possible
as some degree of independence existed.
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Table 1. The correlation (below diagonal) and percentage of nodes within the SEEZ with the average
relative suitability index above 0.4 (above diagonal) for both combined aspects given by the first row
and first column. The aspects considered are: scaled Relative Classes from Nilsson et al. [6] (RC), wave
Power (P), Ice Concentration (IC), Ice Thickness (IT), Ice/Wind Speed (IWS), significant wave height
(Hs), Weather Windows (WW), weather windows (ignoring ice) (WWni), mean Waiting Periods (WP),
and mean waiting periods (ignoring ice) (WPni).

RC P IC IT IWS Hs WW WWni WP WPni

RC - 45% 46% 47% 48% 44% 38% 23% 46% 23%
P 0.60 - 67% 70% 75% 77% 62% 53% 69% 53%
IC 0.66 0.75 - 75% 75% 66% 65% 50% 74% 50%
IT 0.69 0.70 0.96 - 82% 70% 72% 56% 77% 57%

IWS 0.65 0.64 0.94 0.91 - 75% 80% 69% 78% 69%
Hs 0.58 0.99 0.74 0.69 0.63 - 62% 52% 68% 53%

WW −0.04 −0.40 0.07 0.22 0.11 −0.42 - 65% 69% 65%
WWni −0.59 −0.98 −0.75 −0.70 −0.65 −0.99 0.40 - 53% 74%

WP 0.29 0.55 0.55 0.68 0.51 0.14 0.76 −0.16 - 53%
WPni −0.63 −0.81 −0.81 −0.77 −0.71 −0.97 0.32 0.98 −0.24 -

If no or little independence existed between two aspects, we could simplify and use one aspect
when identifying areas that were in a relative sense more suitable for wave energy than others because
the same areas would be identified by both suitability indexes. In the above diagonal elements of
Table 1, we display the percentage of nodes in the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone that had ARSI
above 0.4 for both the aspect given by the first row and first column. That corresponded roughly to
the area that was remaining after ignoring some of the (in relative terms) worst conditions based on
two aspects alone and keeping both the better and more typical average conditions. It became evident
when studying these percentages that the weather windows and waiting period aspects especially
when formulated to ignore the ice conditions would typically reduce the percentages significantly.
As an example, combining the Relative Classification (RC) with the weather window no-ice aspect
(WWni) or similar waiting period aspect (WPni) would reduce the number of remaining nodes to
23%. This was a consequence of the previously mentioned opposing effects of high waves being both
advantageous and disadvantageous, consistent with the fairly strong negative correlations between
these aspects of −0.59 and −0.63, respectively. Some aspects combined in this way however left a high
remaining amount of area, which was expected, for instance 82% between ice thickness and ice/wind
speed classes, which signified that they were identifying more or less the same areas as having worse
and better ice conditions. The 80% remaining nodes between the aspects of weather windows and
ice/wind speed conditions may at first be less intuitive, but was a consequence of mainly two things.
Firstly, the number of weather windows was significantly reduced by ice, and secondly, the areas that
had less WW due to high waves in the offshore open sea conditions usually had higher wind speed
as well.

When combining all studied aspects as a preliminary analysis of better and worse overall
conditions for wave energy, the requesting ARSI to be above 0.4, and the relative wave power resource
from [6] to have Class 3 or higher, we obtained the areas encircled by black lines in Figure 15. These
areas were inclusive of almost all the areas encircled by red lines previously discussed in [6] when
it came to the Baltic Sea. For the west coast of Sweden in Basin 11, we noticed however that this
approach would exclude many areas that were not very close to the coast. This was because the areas
with the highest wave conditions would have reduced the relative suitability with respect to WWs and
waiting periods. On the west coast of Sweden, there were more fairly high waves closer to the coast,
and because of this, the black lines would only encircle a small area. We should remember however
that if safety requirements were met and naval vessels and marine infrastructure were designed to
deal with conditions of significant wave height of 3 m, the waiting periods were typically short, and
the number of weather windows was in fact quite appealing everywhere for the sheltered seas of
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Sweden. It may therefore make more sense to remove the limitations imposed by the WPni and WWni
aspects. The areas identified after doing this remained with an unchanged inner border close to coasts
(as the black line) because of multiple drawbacks of increased ice conditions and reduced wave power.
However, the identified area extended outward to the blue line because only areas with even higher
waves than this would have a similar level of reduction in weather windows and an increase in mean
waiting periods, as was caused by sea-ice in the northern basins and along some coastal regions.

Figure 15. Relative classification of the wave power resource [6] in five categories comparing the power
at sites relative to typical annual mean values for its given distance from the coast. Red lines correspond
to the identified areas based on the criteria used in [6]; black lines encircle larger identified areas when
including the choices for average relative suitability index for weather windows and waiting periods
ignoring ice. This area extends further offshore to the blue line if those choices are excluded from the
analysis. See Section 4.4 for further discussion.

We note that with this choice based on an ARSI of above 0.4 for all aspects (that took ice into
account), also the previously discussed smaller areas encircled by red lines from [6] were included
on the west coast of Sweden, as well as fully included in the Baltic Sea basins. This illustrated the
interesting point that when looking at aspects in a relative sense, certain basins may appear less or
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more suitable depending on the presence of how conditions were in another basin. It therefore became
important to note that if the areas outside of the blue lines were deemed to have reasonably good
accessibility, not too large transmission losses [7], and acceptable extreme wave conditions that could
be handled by the specific technology and infrastructure planned for in a wave energy project, then
also these regions could be further considered because they had some of the highest wave energy
potential within the SEEZ [6,7].

The areas encircled by the red lines should hence be seen as mainly illustrating a case of near-shore
suitable areas that was based on the previous experience from pilot sites being located closer than
20 km from the coast. In the sheltered conditions of the Baltic Sea region, also less restrictive choices
may potentially prove useful, but also environmental factors, sea-floor conditions, and several technical
aspects are further studied within the SWERM project. A final weighting of different aspects as in for
instance [67] will also be applied at a later stage within the SWERM project, possibly ranking sites for
their overall average suitability as wave energy sites.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The metocean conditions for the Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone were investigated with
regards to multiple aspects relevant for establishment of wave energy.

• Both a high-resolution one-kilometer wave hindcast dataset and two lower resolution datasets
of 5.5 km and about 10–11 km were used to study extreme wave conditions within the SEEZ.
The relatively high 100 year return level values for significant wave height of above 10 m predicted
for some areas by all datasets could be used as a conservative estimate of the design criteria of
WECs and other marine infrastructure.

• Except for these extreme wave conditions, the investigation of the 99.9th percentiles of significant
wave height showed that most sites would very rarely reach threshold limits corresponding to
the survival modes of WECs of about 6 m or higher in the sheltered seas of the SEEZ.

• A strong similarity in the relative suitability was found with regards to ice concentration
occurrence within the SEEZ, as well as a high correlation between different ice aspects
(concentration, thickness, and ice/wind speed classes). This signified some insensitivity about
the final results on the thresholds used in the investigation.

• Thin ice of less than about 15 cm thickness is fairly frequently encountered over wide-spread
areas of the SEEZ, and it is advisable that marine infrastructure and vessels be adapted to handle
these situations even if intended to operate only in the southern basins of the Baltic Sea.

• Wind speeds up to about 8 to 11 m/s during ice conditions are fairly common in the Baltic
Sea region, which could be expected as winter months typically have higher wind speeds
prevailing due to the extra-tropical cyclone activity on the middle-latitudes. Higher wind speed
categories corresponding to gale and storm strengths are uncommon in combination with sea-ice;
however, the probability of such compound events is difficult to assess, and further study is
needed as these conditions impose some of the harshest metocean conditions of the Baltic Sea.

• Excellent accessibility with many weather windows and short waiting periods could be achieved
at most sites for the study area if marine infrastructure were designed for access limits for
significant wave heights up to 3 m and safety requirements for operations at sea could be met at
those wave heights.

• A joint analysis of average relative suitability indexes for multiple aspects illustrated a
methodology that could be used in the site selection process, but only preliminary results were
shown here, as additional aspects are being studied within the national Swedish Wave Energy
Resource Mapping (SWERM) project. These will also include technical wave energy aspects,
environmental factors, and geotechnical assessment of sea-floor conditions, among other things.
The methods, results, and the large number of geo-spatial data fields generated and presented
here could be used to answer questions about the prevailing metocean conditions of the SEEZ
and are useful information for planning of energy projects both as pilot sites or on a larger
commercial-scale, as well as useful for planning of other marine activities.
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